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Folio Note 485 – Scriven Hall
Within the last few days, going to the view and sale of the late Sir Algernon
Firth’s furniture, I have had two or three opportunities to re-inspect the interior of
Scriven Hall, and aided also by additional notes collected since I inspected by Sir
Algernon's permission, and partly under his guidance, nearly 14 years ago, have
added a good deal of my knowledge of it and especially my conception of its
architectural history.
When I first examined the roof in July, 1923 (FN182), formed the opinion that the
original roof of the present main block-the hall at its present size and plan-was
probably made up of two longitudinal ridges running east and west, or alternatively of
a longitudinal roof over the south front and a series of offshoot roofs, at right angles
to this, over the North front. The existing longitudinal roof over the south front I
regarded as a substitute for one of the original roofs, and as being in fact, the newish
or most recent; butI also considered that the existing off- shoots with their gables to
the north, though obviously older, and possibly Elizabethan or earlier, were
nevertheless replacements of another earlier longitudinal roof parallel to the one on
the south front. The odd pieces at the South corners (F1 and F2 figs.1&2, FN182) I
regarded as necessary finishes to be present roof of the south front, and possibly
additions to the original house, which might not be so large as the present one.
I now incline to the view that the original roofs of the present block ran transversely,
and had a series of gables over both the South and North fronts; or that alternatively,
they had a ridges running both north and south and east and west, with gables on
four fronts, as in the case at Goldsborough Hall.
This change of view is largely the result of the discovery that of the south front of the
hall is somewhat older than I imagined at first and that the North front, though as a
whole it may be considerably earlier than the south front, has had alterations made
to it at a somewhat later date than I thought was likely, with the result that some of

the work of the true fronts is more than nearly approximated than I realised, and is, in
fact, brought almost within the period of one owner's life, that of Sir “Harry”, the fifth
baronet, though actually the work of regenerations.
These discoveries were the result of a detailed examination of various family and
personal account books. As they are of great importance to the forming of correct
views, it is an advisable to make careful notes of the particular entries from which
conclusions may be drawn.
The earlier accounts which can relate to be present hall in fear to be in a general
account book kept by Thos. Buckley, which I have marked provisionally K. xiv, and
from which I have made the extracts in F.N. 479, relating to work at Scriven. The first
to be noted was made in 1686, some day closely following June 22 nd. which is the
last preceding date (F.N. 479):“ 1686 (June?) Paid Mr E??? For the measuring of the walls at Scriven. 10 shillings”
it is to be carefully noted that this payment cannot be connected with the rebuilding
of the old stables and coach house, commonly called at Scriven “ The Old Hall”, the
contract for which has been printed in the daily “Yorkshire Archaeological Journal”
XVI. 110-113 (pt61). The contract for that building shall be finished before 15 August
1683, (B113: 110) or nearly 3 years before E??? measured as the walls at Scriven.
These works and payments belong to the period of Sir Thomas, the second baronet
(A.413-414).
Sir Thomas was buried at Knaresborough on 1 March, 1687-8 (F.N.267), and was
succeeded by his brother, Sir Henry, the third baronet (A. 414), who died in 1692
(ibid). He made several interesting payments for work at Scriven, to most of which
reference will have been made, when we deal details. But for the present we confine
ourselves to one or two which seemed to be crucial in regard to the date on the great
structural alterations of the hall.
His father had been little more than two months dead, when the third baronet paid
nine shillings, “Mr E??? for three draughts” for alterations to the house £3.0.0. This
payment seems to mark the very beginning of a reconstruction. The works seems to
have been taken in hand immediately, seeing that four months later there is the
following entry in the accounts book
“8th 8? 88.
pd. Thomas Cockshott for makeing the frontsted & Coate of Arms att Scriven
£22.0.0
the only notable coat of arms carved in stone is a fine piece of work over the door of
the North front. There is a shield, now much obliterated, over the ”old” hall or
stabling, but, if this bore arms, it is a relatively insignificant piece of work by
comparison with the arms on the modern hall, and bears every mark of being
contemporary with the rest of the “old” hall. As the newer arms incorporated in the
whole of the work of the door case and pediment, the “frontsted” is very appropriately

included with it, and the price shows that the work was exceptional in merit. It is a
little difficult, however, to decide how much is included in the “frontsted”. It may have
been merely the door case, arms, and pediment, which are all superior artistic work;
but it may also have included the windows, walls, parapet and balusters of much or
even all of this front. The former seems the better inference.
In any case the use of the word “frontsted” and indeed the whole entry, implies a
mere face applied to an older backing. The gables and transverse ridges of the roofs
of the North front are, as we should infer from their character, older than the date of
this entry, 1688.
There were, however, repairs, removals, or additions made to the roofs at this time,
as the succeeding entries noted in F. N. 479 show. Their precise place and purpose
is by no means clear at first sight, and it would be unwise to force hasty inferences.
They all occur between 1688 and March 1690, that is within the lifetime of Sir Henry,
the third baronet, who died in 1692, and was succeeded by his brother, Sir Thomas.
(A 414)
I have not noted any heavy building expenses, such as would attend great structural
alterations or rebuilding, during the occupation of Scriven by Sir Thomas, the fourth
baronet, who was buried at Knaresborough on 15 November 1826 (C. 74.). I doubt
whether there are any, or at least many, of this kind, as I have always kept up a keen
search for such as would afford any clue to the history of the hall. But within 18
months of his death, that is in April 1728, we come across a flood of such expenses,
which unmistakably refers to the last great structural alteration. They occur in a
personal, if not private, book of Sir “Harry”, the fifth baronet, eldest son of the last.
The building operations were already far advanced when it accounts commence,
seeing that it is the later finishing work, like plastering and glazing, which is paid for.
It is possible that if we have a corresponding book of payments for the earlier work,
we should find that the work had been going on for some years. But I do not think
that it's commencement would precede the succession of Sir “Harry” to the estates
by many years, if any; and in any case I think there would be a clear break between
the work of Sir Henry, third, and Sir “Harry” the fifth baronet's. There is a period of 38
years between the accounts noted and apparently, as I have said, no intervening
building accounts. Then, again, these new accounts relate not to an entirely new
building from the foundations, but to alterations, extensive, it is true, but hardly
perhaps so prolonged as an entirely new building would have been. Everything
points to the fact that the Sir“Harry” was an extravagant spendthrift. He married the
daughter of John Aislabie in 1724 (F.N. 473, p197) and I am disposed to the opinion
that this extensive reconstruction was his whim, and that, if we must assign its
commencement to the date earlier than the death of his father, that they would not
be earlier than his marriage and that the alterations, if not wholly his whim, were
most likely inspired by his wife.

That these payments from 1728 onwards are connected with the alterations to the
south front is clearly approved by one or two payments for specific details to be seen
only on this front. Thus, in 1728 the following payment is made (F.N. 346):
“Oct. Ye 14. Pd Mr. Raper in full for Capitols....................£15.0.0.”
And again in 1728/9 a corresponding entry:
“Jan. 8. Pd. Mr. Raper for his uncle for carving window in Pedimt..........£2.8.0”
These can only relate to the portico on the south front with its four pillars in the
round, supporting pediment having a circular window, surrounded by a carved
wreath, in the tympamum.
Having fixed approximately at the date of the great alterations to Scriven Hall the
18th century, - which is supported by one or two local histories (D329) but
nevertheless needed independent investigation - and have being seen that they are
clearly marked by the differences of the two main doorways north and south, we are
better prepared to consider the alterations in detail.
The south front is all of one period and classical design; the north front reveals much
patchwork in its walls, implying older and perhaps considerably varied details
reduced to a certain consistency of architectural style, which may be described as
that Stewart style which prevailed immediately after the Restoration, and is well
illustrated by the doorway, it's broken pediment, and shield of arms.
The house has three stories - a ground floor, a first floor, and a second or attic floor
in the roofs and gables considerately masked by the parapets. There are also
extensive cellars.
Little regarding the structural alterations is to be learned from cursory examination of
the outside. The first insight into them is best obtained from the first floor where a
longitudinal corridor, running east and west, divides the central part of the house
internally into north and south fronts. The corridor also marks the difference of level
in the floors and a difference of character in the rooms on each side of it. The newer
staterooms are to the south, and are on the same level as the corridor; the rooms on
the North are smaller, and a three or four steps below are down the corridor
These details are sure on the Sketch Plan of Scriven Hall (Sk. Pl. Fig 3). This plan
was roughly copied by me wrong light-lined sketch plans of the hall meant to me by
Sir Algernon Firth fourteen years ago, when I first made his acquaintance and began
to study the history of the house. The plans, I think Capt. Chandler told me, had
been made for the guidance of the electrical engineers in wiring the house for the
electric lighting. Though lacking the detailed accuracy of an architect’s plan, they
showed of necessity the arrangement of the rooms, and may be safely accepted as
evidence in regard to the detailed layout of the building. I made a duplicate copy, and
coloured in according to with the thickness of the walls, as I measured them on the
plan; but I now realise that they are originals were not sufficient, either in scale or

execution, to justify any conclusions based upon the thickness of the walls
delineated upon them.
The difference of level of the two fronts extends, apparently, quite to the east end of
the main block, where the lower north front connects with the north wing, apparently
by descending steps (Sk. Pl. Figs 3 & 4, bedroom 10). But at the west end the
corridor leads to rooms north, south, and west on the higher level, whence we may
conclude that the raising of the south front has been carried round the west end as
far least as to the present servants stairs near the north west corner (Sk.Pl. fig. 3.
Bedrooms 5&7, and Dressing Room). This west end may, indeed, have been an
entirely new building from the foundations, a possibility which seems to obtained
some support from the position of the grate N (F.N. 182, figs. 1&2). On the other
hand the bedroom, 7, (Sk.Pl. fig. 3) quiet at the north-west corner is, as I learned
through Capt. Chandler, reputed to be the Northumberland Room. He obtained this
information, I believe, from the housekeeper. The Northumberland Room obtained its
name from the fact that “ he yt was behead’d for raising a Rebellion in ye North in ye
reign of Queen Elizabeth” was “ye first yt lay in after ye building of it” (A.43). This was
the seventh Earl who was beheaded at York 22nd. Aug. 1572. (E334 and note: A397
). He came to Scriven to see his sister, wife of Francis Slingsby (A.43 ). These two
were married about 1552, seeing that their eldest son, aged 28, was buried at
Knaresborough, September 26, 1581 (A402), and that he was, as an infant, joined
with his father in 1554 in the purchase, or conveyance, of the dissolved House of St
Robert from the Earl of Shrewsbury. (F.N.197). The Earl of Northumberland's visit to
Scriven was made, therefore between 1552 and 1572, useful dates to remember,
seeing that this room was new at the time of the visit. The period may, perhaps, be
somewhat curtailed, for the Earl was not such until he was newly created in April,
1557 (A397), and he would have no opportunity of making a visit after his rebellion
failed towards the end of November, 1569 - an integral of 12 years. He may,
possibly, have visited Scriven Hall during that campaign, while he brother-in-law was
defending Knaresborough Castle, but it is extremely unlikely. A likelier date would be
March, 1564 when the Countess of Northumberland came to the baptism of Arthur
Slingsby at Knaresborough (R.N.558); but if the Earl came with, it is rather strange
that he is not mention.
The corridor on the first floor is not quite straight. It bends to the north midway, and
then it returns to the previous line. This bend is made to get round the top of the
saloon, which is loftier than the rooms to the east and west of it, and protrudes
upwards through even the higher part of the first floor. It arises, indeed, true stories
high, and above it there is only an attic bedroom under the roof of the pediment, and
on the same level as, or I think a little higher than, the other attic bedrooms on the
second floor (Sk.Pl. fig.5). There, if I remember rightly, to stepped up to bedroom 34
on that plan.

Just as the first floor on the south was raised to heighten the rooms on the ground
floor, so the corresponding part of the second floor had to be raised in order to
maintain, if not increased, the height of the state bedrooms. This is seen at the rare,
or North end, of the pediment, which rises as a vertical wall across the southern
ends of the narrower roofs at the back (F.N.182, figs. A.& E.3 & 4). The corridor on
this floor runs just within this wall, under the pediment roof, and straight a long and
axis of a house, I think. The present exit to the roof is through a window in this wall.
The sill of the window is about 3 feet above the floor of the corridor, and level or
nearly level with the valley gutter of the narrower roofs. The floor of the corridor
cannot be more than two or three feet below the gutter, and yet there is headroom in
the corridor, and ceiling, I think, overhead. And to all the rooms northwards there are,
I think, descents, mostly broken into a few steps here and a few, more perhaps,
there.
It is evident that the exit from the corridor to the roofs is a new one, dependent on
the alterations to the hall which raised the southern half, and we must look
elsewhere, perhaps under the short Armeated roof (G) and flat space (H, F.N.182),
for the access to the roof before these alterations were made.
It is possible that, before these alterations, a straight, central, axial corridor ran along
the house from East to West. On the first floor this is indeed the case, except that the
central portion has been thrust back by the saloon. On the topmost floor traces of
such an arrangement are still discernible. On the ground floor there may have been
a corresponding passage, the east end of which seems to remain in its proper
position between the servants hall (27) and the study (25 Fig. 1) running out to the
yard. But the reconstruction of the larger dining and serving rooms (23 &24) East of
the lounge has caused the removal of the passage towards the north the full original
width of the corridor, as a comparison of the plans of the ground and upper floors
suggests (Sk. Pl. Figs 1 & 3). From the north entrance hall eastwards the passage
was thrust still further back, or north, until it ran along the north front to reach the
library (20, Sk. Pl. Fig 1), which extended right through the house from South to
North, blocking the north windows with its apsidal end. To reach the studio, or gun
room, erected in Capt. Slingsby's time, it was necessary to pass through the library,
even about the back, or service way, though there is now, and perhaps always was,
a door in the South end of the studio.
The great structural defect of the present house, it seems to me, is the position of the
main stairs. They are not immediately accessible from either front, or entrance hall;
they are not central either to the length or width of the house; there is no
comprehensive view of them; and servants stairs join them. And yet I think they are
quietly beautiful, though the electric imitation candles seemed unnecessarily to
obtrusive, when I looked down the staircase the other day. I think the position and
arrangement of the stairs must have been forced upon the reconstructers by

antecedent conditions. What these where, it is one of my problems to find out. But
for the moment it must be left.
There is another stairwell near the east end of the range of rooms; but the
consideration of these also must be deferred until the general arrangement and
changes of this end of the house, which are at first sight very obscure and puzzling,
can be examined and explained.
Having made out the general plan of the alterations made about 1726 - 30, its main
deep well to arrange and classify to some extent the expenses which I have noted,
bearing in mind that these are only selections, representative, perhaps, but not
complete. They cover, probably, not more than the latter half of the work or the
period which it occupied. And from the early part of F.N.346 onwards I have only
made estimates, and finally left out altogether, some interesting payments such as “
labour” or “ leading.” We can, therefore only obtain general ideas from these
classifications.
And first, Mr Elty seems to have been the general supervisor, or “ clerk of the works,”
if not even the architect. His name connects these later accounts (18th. Cent.) with
the preceding ones of the 17th. Cent. He receives to payments - £31. 10. 0 and
£61.0.0, the latter being expressly for “ Mr Elty himself”. The latter some may actually
be £63, which would make the total 90 guineas; and this may be only part of a larger
fee. (F.N.346-1&2). William Elty, a joiner and carpenter, was a Chamberlain of the
York Freemen, 1716 (Fii. 212). He was son of John Elty, carpenter, and admitted,
1694 (Ibid. 174). It may, therefore, be that there are two of this name, father and son,
referred to in these two accounts of the 17th and the 18 centuries.
Mr Almond appears to have been the principal mason, or perhaps the master of the
masons. It is difficult to make out how much he received, or even how his receipts
were applied. He seems to have received about £37.2.0 on his own accounts (F.N.
346-p2) but note the pagination 20a. and 21a. ? reversed); and a further sums,
perhaps, for the labourers under him. He may have been a York freeman, seeing
that there was a Chr. Awmon, “bricklayer” free in 1686, and a Matthew Amond,
“mason” in 1758 (F.ii. 163 & 281).
Matthew Flesher and Thos. Butler, who received together who the sum of £67.19.0,
(F.N. 346. Pp3 & 10) seem to have been masons, seeing that Butler also received
17s/6p separately for “ setting ye hall chimney” (Ibid. p.12).
Nelstrop, the plasterer, received in various instalments, a total sum of not less than
£141.1.4, including the balance which would seem to complete the payment due,
though we cannot be sure (F.N. 346- pp. 3, 7-12). Richard Nelstrop was “free” as a
“bricklayer” in York in 1727-8
(F.ii. 229). He is the first of his name in the second volume.

Another plaster, Boyse, receives the sum of £2.0.0. in the early part of the account
(Ibid.p.1.)
There is a Wm. Boyes, “bricklayer” free in York in 1707 (F.ii.193).
An enormous amount of lime would be required for the building and plastering, and
this would probably be obtained from the local lime-kilns, where lime has been
burned for centuries. Cass seems to have supplied it all, receiving in all £78.11.0 in
these accounts will stop (F.N.346. – pp.1,5&10). Cass is a local name of respectable
antiquity.
A payment to Bryan Green of £3.3.8. for hair (F.N. 346. – p 5) may put when being
most probably associated with the plasterwork.
Raw materials for the masons and builders are represented by payments to
“ the Harwood Quarry for stone” (p.4)
£10.0.0.
“ the Harwood Quarry man” (p.11)
£6.5.6.
“ and also for the Harth & Cove Stones” (p.11) £1.1.0.
John Scaife for bricks,
£11.13.4.
Frank Spence for Flags, Leading, and Rigging (p.9)
£5.15.6.
Frank Spence for “his bill” (p.1)
£35.0.0
(Francis Spence, father and son, where masons in Knaresborough. The will of the
former was proved, 1718, that of the latter 1742. A third Francis may have preceded
them. G.ii. 310)
In the connection with the carpenters work we may perhaps include the entry
“ Mr Fisher for trees” (p.7)
£12.3.4.
(He is, perhaps, hardly likely to be “Fisher the Carver,” (p.10)
Closely associated with the carpenter’s work is the hardware and perhaps most of
the blacksmith’s work, of which there appears to be little:“ John Clark for Nails” (p.4)
£5.7.9.
“ John Clark’s (? bill for hardware, p.1) £22.0.0
(There were two joiners of this name in Knaresborough G.ii. 266, making these
distinctions in the spelling of their name, so that these may be different persons, and
the larger bill may be for joiners work, purely.)
“Pd. Briggs ye Smith” (p.8)
£10.0.0.
Close upon the joiners come the glaziers:John Thompson, glazier, received in three payments (pp.4, 5, & 10) £107.7.4½
(There was a John Thomson, plumber, in Knaresborough, who made his will in 1733,
Gii.314; but there was also a York freemen “ Castle ” of this name, free 1720-1. F.ii.
216)
Raw materials, cont.
There is also a payment to an unnamed “ Slate Man” (p.5)
£15.10.00
and also a payment for “ Slate and dymond Flaggs” (p.9)
£6.7.3.

The payments for joiners and carpenters work appear to be few, and in no way
proportionate to the work which must have been done. This may be due to veiled
payments, where this kind of work is not actually named. Thus “ Mr Elty's Men and Masons”
many of whom may have been carpenters, like Mr Elty, received (p.1)
£45.0.0
(Other payments made to Mr Elty may have included wages to his workmen, as also
may some of the payments to “ labourers”).
A “Topecliff Joyner” (who may have been a special workman)
receives in two instalments (p.7)
£17.5.0.
e
George Simpson “for roofing y Study and in full “received” (p.9)
£4.0.4.
(There was a Geo. Simpson in Knaresborough, carpenter, who will was proved in
1732 G.ii. 307).
A whitesmith's payment occurs in 1730 (p.11) “May 29th. pd. Thirsk whitesmith”
£13.19.0.
(It may possibly be a personal name)
The painter's bills may be taken next.
The first is“ Carpenter ye York Painter” (p.8)
£6.14.4.
(James Carpenter, painter, son of Samuel Carpenter, carver, was free, 1726-7.
G.ii.228.
This bill is dated 1729).
“Baechouse, painter” receives in two payments (pp.9 & 12).
£10.11.0.
(He would be in all probability another York Painter, but his name does not occur
among the freemen.)
There is also a payment, May 26, 1730, “ for Painting ye Hall and at the stairs foot
£4.0.3.
There are also the following payments for ornamental carving:(1728) “Oct ye 14. Pd. Mr Raper in full for Capitol's” (p.5)
£15.0.0.
(1728/9) “Jan. 8. Pd. Mr Raper for his uncle for carving window in Pedim t (p.6)
£2.8.0.
(The Raper's where they rather noted a family in York about this time, one of them
being mayor. As this carving is in stone, we may ascribe it, perhaps, to Edwardus,
mason, 1722/3
G.ii. 223.)
Whether Fisher was a carver in stone or wood, I have not made out. As his
payments were later, they may have been for interior woodwork. There appears to
have been three (pp.10 & 12) and mounting in all to £15.0.0.
Phillip and Elworth “ from Studley” were probably superior and masons, as their
names occur among the payments to masons. They received 2/- a day for 85½ days.
(p.2) £8.11.0.
Among odd services, we found payments to “ Rawling for Stubbing” (p.1)
18.0.
e
“Aaron Maunby y rope maker’s bill”(s), two (p.6)
£10.15.6.

(There was one of this name, a “flax dresser”, in Knaresborough, who made his will,
1743 F.ii. 293)
“Thos. Nelson for boring Pipes” (p.7)
£4.9.4.
The work must have entailed a great deal of manual labour paid for in large sums to
foremen and masters. I have made no full account of such labour; but that of masons
and others incidentally entered (pp.1,2,5,7&8) amounts to
£226.19.4.
The same remarks apply to “leading”, that is to say, for cartage and other forms of
carriage. I only noted these items in the first few pages of the accounts, then omitted
them as not being of much interest
Wm. Lightfoot (pp.1&5) received
£7.8.4.
Four others (p.1) received in all
£11.4.10.
A rough total of the payments made in the period covered by my F.N.346, many of
which are round estimates of the totals of the original pages, comes to £1004.0.11.
A similar rough total of the interest paid in the same period, often estimated in
successive pages in the same way, with possible omissions, and explosive of loans
or parts of loans repaid, comes to£458.10.0. in roughly a period of two years and
eight months.
These estimates are, however, on no use for exact details inferences.
Structural details mentioned in F.N.346 are:p.9. Roofing the study (pd. 1729)
p.9. Slate and dymond flags.
p.11. Painting the hall and stairs foot (1730)
p.11. Hearth and cove stones.
p.12. Setting the hall chimney. (1730)
Places named: Studley masons (p.2.), Harewood stone (p.4.),Topecliffe joiner (p.7.)
Thirsk whitesmith (p.11) and York painter (p.8.)
The present hall on the North front is paid with hexagonal, sandstone flags, about a
foot across, which may be the “dymond flags” mentioned on p.9. of F.N.346. They
are showing signs of “sealing” with wear.
It seems rather singular that there appears to be no payment for the covering of any
part of the roof with lead, though most of it is now leaded. “ Rigging” is included in
Spence’s account, who was apparently a mason (p.9.); A “slate man” received two
payments (pp.5&9.), The slate staying apparently grey slates or flags, with which
some of the roofs are still covered; and the “roofing” study was, apparently, the work
of a carpenter (p.9: all F.N.346). A “plumers” account for roofing, £8.19.0. occurs in
the payments made in the 1689 (F.N.479), the earlier period of restoration. But there
would be much new work of this kind, for which we have, apparently, no payment.
The explanation would seem to be that it was all finished and paid for before the later
accounts (F.N.346) begin.

In the entering upon an investigation of the earlier alterations to the house, we
cannot expect the same definite results that are ultimately to be hoped for in regard
to the latest changes. In any case we must first make sure of general changes
before we can hope to work out details safely, though one here and there may
become evident casually.
It would be a great help if we could make out whether the present library (Sk. Pl.
Fig.1), room 20, he is entirely new or replaces some older structures.
If the Sketch Plan may be relied upon, the north door is exactly in the centre of the
north front, without the library on the west and the kitchen wing on the east. The
south door is exactly in the centre of a similar frontage with the library only added. As
this addition is entirely at one end, the west, the south door and the centre of the
lounge (22) are not in line with the north door and the centre of the entrance hall (Sk.
Pl. Fig.1.) Elty sketches of the two fronts (R.N. 601), wrote and defective though they
are, bring out the same facts. They suggest that the library was an addition to the
plan of the earlier house.
It seems fairly certain, however, that the Northumberland Room was as far to the
west as the present library, and perhaps on part of the sight of it. Sir Henry Slingsby
slept in this room in 1639 (A.43), when he came to the “rotten”, or ruinous, house for
the express purpose “ to order for ye repair of it.” He tells us in a description which is
now very obscure and puzzling what his intentions were in regard to these repairs.
They are, however, points which may prove illuminating.
He intended, he says, “ to come into ye house to be where yt building is wch was
intended’d for a chapple, being ye west end of ye house”; and then almost
immediately he adds,” I make my stairs at yt end wwh was intend’d for chapel wch
purpose yt if here after I should add to it these stairs should serve both for y e knew
and old building.” (A.43).
These statements, in the first place, suggest an antiquity in the west end of the
house, where the library lies, which I had not previously realised. Hitherto, I had
assumed that the east end of the house was obviously the older end, and that there
we must begin our search for the early forms of the house, the more so because of
the want of regularity in the plan and layout of this part of the building.
In the next place he intended position of the new stairs seem to afford a definite
starting point. There are two staircases in the present building, one near the east
end, and the other near the west (Sk. Pl.). The latter, which content is both the Main
Stairs and a flight of servant’s stairs separated by a petition, seems to be in the
position fixed upon by Slingsby, and to be in fact the realisation of his design. We do
not know from his own pen that his intentions were ever carried out; and his wife's
illness and the advent of the Civil War may, indeed, have thwarted them. But he

seems to have come to Scriven with definite ideas, and brimful of purpose in
October, 1639, and his wife did not die until the very end of a 1641, N.S. Then and at
intervals later there was time for much work to be accomplished in the quiet country;
and even if Sir Henry did not see the realisation of these projects, his successor may
have carried them out according to the designs.
In any case the present West stairs belong to the house as it was before the
alterations in the early years of the 18th century, and perhaps as it was before those
of the late 17th century, and been adapted to the present house. There is an under
drawing of two or three feet deep between the floor of the first floor corridor and the
ceiling below in the Main Stairs, closed by a panelling in the stairwell.
In the servant's stairs there are I think, 23 steps to the first floor landing, and the
landing connects with the first floor corridor by a straight flight of inserted steps ?? in
number. In the Main Stairs there are 30 steps ending upwards in the corridor itself.
The servant's stairs go up to the attics, where there is an adjustment of five steps up
from the topmost landing, along a short passage to the attic corridor, and to get
above the raised ceilings of the front bedrooms of the first floor. (R.N.602 Staircases:
Sk: Plans).
The ceiling and chandelier of the Main Stairs are under the westernmost of the south
gables, which is presumably an old one, and belongs to the older part of the house
(R.N.602, W. Staircase: cf. R.N.601, sketch of N. Front F.N.182, Fig. 2 and note).
There is a western gutter to this roof, and what looks like a modified or concealed
outfall to it (F.N.182, fig. 2.n.). The reconstruction of the S. front and W. end has
been carried round, so far as the outer walls are concerned, to be Main Stairs, and
includes the Servant's Stairs, the alterations being covered by the three windows at
the west end of the north front, two of which are blocked by the round cove of the
library, while the third below lights the corridor, and the one above it, the Servant's
Stairs. The upper windows are placed higher than the corresponding ones on the
remainder of this front, (R.N.601, note & Sk. of N. Front). But though the outer wall of
the Servant's Stairs is new, the internal arrangements show that they were adapted,
and not entirely reconstructed. The insertion of short flights of stairs to the corridors,
the attic corridor at least, is one piece of evidence. The short piece of hipped gable
supports this evidence; it is over the Servant's Stairs, or rather over the ascending
stairs and corridor which connects them with the raised attic floor (R.N.601, plan of
roof B: F.N.182 & plan, Fig 2.). When this floor was raised and the roofs is altered,
this bit of gable had to be retained, or specially put on, in order to provide headroom.
These various considerations make it clear, I think, that the junction of the new work
of 1728 with the earlier was effected where the Library and the Servant's Stairs join,
but that it was found advisable to carry the alterations in the outer wall past the
Servant's Stairs to be Main Stairs. From this point the earlier walls were retained; but
the upper window of the Main Stairs was increased in height, that is from the sill to
the head, making a taller window, perhaps to improve the lighting of the stairs, but
perhaps also to disguise to some extent the break in the level of the line of upper

windows at this point. (R.N. 601, fig. N. Front). The uppermost window of this vertical
row is a blind one (Ibid. 3.).
There seems no good reason to assume that any of the payments which I have
noted as made about 1688 had any connection with structural alterations to these
stairs. They are made chiefly for the “frontsted” and door, which are outer parts; for
rails and balusters, which arer ornaments, which could be adjusted to any roof, old or
new, and added to if required; and for roofs which, seeing that the payments are
made to a “plumer” and a carpenter, were probably covered with lead, and do not
correspond with the slated roofs which still remain over the stairs and central part of
the N. Front. The lead roof may refer to some part since rebuild, or it may be that
portion of the present lead roof in the N.E. corner (F.N.182.-fig.ii) which extends
eastwards beyond the present S. front, and covers the Butler's room, adjacent to the
east “Hall” (Sk. Pl. Fig. 1: if R.N. 602)
If the Northumberland room was where tradition now says that it was, it must have
been greatly altered, if not entirely rebuilt, seeing that it is over the library, and its
floor must have been raised from the older level of the first floor, unless it was higher
from its first construction. Again, if it was extended practically as far west as it now
does, and the whole front was probably as long then as it now is. It is probable,
indeed, that it was being shortened at the east end in Sir Henry Slingsby's time, as it
seems to be part of “ye side wch joyn’d to ye tower” and was being reduced in length
from 16 yards to 5 or six (A.43).
Sir Henry Slingsby, as we have already noted intended his new stairs to be where
the older chapel was, which was the west end, and so that, if he made a “double”
house, they would serve both for the old and the new house. As we have seen that
the alterations of 1728 did not include the entire reconstruction of the Main and
Servants Stairs of the present house, but only their adaptation; and as there is no
reason to think that the expenses incurred in 1688 were laid out in the construction,
or even alteration, of the stairs; and as moreover these stairs are near the west end
of the house; we may fairly assume that the original parts of these present stairs are
those which Sir Henry planned, if he did not actually carry out, in 1639. The data is
only fifty years earlier than the alterations to the “frontsted” in 1688. This is a great
point, if we may rely upon it.
At the same time Sir Henry seems to have definitely planned to alter the
Northumberland room (A.34), probably to make an entrance there, to suit his new
stairs, and also to fit in with his designs for a double house. It would then be a
building about eighty years old, though still, perhaps, one of the newest parts of the
hall at that time. How it harmonised with the pre-existing buildings, we cannot at
present guess. It may have been a non-symmetrical wing or annex, as it may have
been one end of a balanced frontage; it may have projected northwards, forming one

side of a north “court”, a term occasionally use in the family papers (A.43), or it may
have formed part of the frontage facing west, perhaps with gables above it.
It is not quite clear what Slingsby meant by a “double” house. The most natural and
suitable meaning would be, I think, a house with a long, symmetrical frontage with a
door in the centre dividing it into two balanced halves. But as he mentioned is a
“court”, and designs the new part “ to make a square with ye old” ye side to be 24
yards: ye coming into ye house to be ye middle of it, ye Hall to be ye part wch lyeth to
ye Guarden upon ye West; ye Parlor to ye
“ part wch lyeth to ye north to ye Court, wch by ye means will lay ye Parlor near to ye
rest of ye house.” (A.43). It seems to be something more than a co-incidence that
from the E. side of the Main Stairs, where there is an obvious vertical joint in the
outer wall, is 24 yards, and the N. door is in the centre of it (R.N.601.- N. Front
elevation). And it is obvious from the Sketch Plans (fig. 1) that it is only a matter of
slight adjustment to get a required symmetry between the E. and W. staircases, and
between E and W wings projecting northwards. It would have required little alteration
in the N front as it now is, or as we are assuming from Slingsby's description it then
was, to run out equidistant north wings and to have stairs near each angle, but still in
the main block, to serve both the old and the new parts of the house. And it would
have been also easy to add an extension westward without wings, if that were
Slingsby intention, with the present door in the middle of “ye olde part” and he is
projected stairs so centrally placed as to serve both the new and the old.
Our speculations would be very much help if we knew the position of the tower to
which Sir Henry makes several references. I used to think it was somewhere near
the kitchen in the east end of the main block; but this was an influence from the
assumption that this part of the house was the oldest, and also that the tower was
something of a stronghold or peel tower. I now incline to the view that the tower was
over the main north entrance, and was, perhaps, as ornamental as useful, something rather like the gatehouse at Ripley Castle, but somewhat older, I imagine.
(Col. Sk. Pl., fig 1.tc.); And those these plans are not sufficiently reliable to support
fine discriminations, they are probably adequate for this conclusion. And it is possible
that I have confirmed these measurements independently. (R.N.602, Ent. Hall.)
The likeliest alternative site for the tower appears to be about the kitchen and
Servants Hall at the E end and in the wing there, where there appears to be another
grouping of was (C.S.P. fig. 2). But the oblong plan and the general position
suggests an original short E wing; and I am disposed to the opinion that there would
be a corresponding W wing where the Library now is, which would give a
symmetrical plan and measurements and a “court”. The Northumberland Room may
have been in such a west wing; or alternatively it may have occupied the site on the
present Library site, from which such a west wing must project northwards in order to
obtain a balanced plan. Such a plan be quite of Tudor type, I think, all within the

general lines of its development will. (Cf. H, p.80, Plan “Third Stage”, doubled, and
also p79, fig 1, as illustrating the single-fronted, through house).
We are now, perhaps, in a position to envisage a series of changes and
developments, which, if not the actual ones, seem possible.
Beginning with, perhaps, a more or less rectangular block, with or without a short E
wing, running northwards, Francis Slingsby made an addition to the W end, in which
was included the Northumberland Room.
His son, Henry, busied himself with alterations at Red House, which he preferred
(A.186), and he probably did a little at the; but his successor the diarist, apparently
planned, if he did not actually carry out, certain alterations which still remain - the
west stairs, and the central balanced N front. He also had in view other changes
which were not carried out - those connected with the “double” house, whether in
length by the addition of a west wing to enclose a court. At the same time he was
taking down certain parts are joining the tower (A.43), possibly with the intention of
reducing the N front to an approved symmetry. The diarists front was to be 24 yards
(A.43). This part may have been east of the present north entrance hall, and it is
possible that, while he took down, his successors rebuilt in or near the same
position. There are, I think, a few scars in the present front to the east of the north
door.
It may be noted that there is no hint of a south front, nor of an east one, in Slingsby's
description. There was a garden a west towards which the new hall of the “double”
house was to be placed (A.43).
The alterations of 1688 – 90, judging by the payments, were directed mainly to the
finishing of the N “frontsted” (F.N.479) - the coat of arms, the door case, the
balusters, etc - with additions and alterations to the roofs which appear to have been
the joint work of a plumber and carpenter. Though the roof of “Scriven Hall” is
referred to, Scriven Hall seems to be used as a general term for the Hall of the
house and the detailed parts actually mentioned are the kitchen milk house and the
brew house. These would almost certainly be at the east end of the block, away from
the Main Stairs, the Hall, and the garden still presumably at the west end of the
house. It is probable that the alterations where near the present buttery and under
the leaden roof in the N-E corner (F.N.182, fig.2).
Then followed the great reconstructions of the early part of the 18th century, when
Sir “Harry”, instead of developing the house on the lines of an extended front or
wings enclosing a court, as the diarist had planned, struck out boldly for a new south
front, doubling the width of the house from north to south, and bending round the
west end of it.

There have been minor alterations since, the cumulative effect is which may be
considerable. Thus in 1807 alterations were made (R.N.603), apparently mainly
affecting the “old garden” and premises adjoining it, followed by planting. This may
have been at the west end, where there is now an enclosed plantation was no
garden. The latter may then have been transferred to the east part of the south front,
where it now is
One of the most difficult problems of the house, it seems to me, is to fix the age of
the E wing. In its present state it is an ill-designed and ill-constructed structure rather
than an old one. It has odd turns and corners which show a lack of planning and
want of orderliness, it seems to me, rather than antiquity. I could imagine an early
19th-century building of some size, a little importance, being such as this is. And yet
the coloured plans suggest that there are old walls in this part of the house rather
strangely intermingled with modern ones. It is, however, a problem which I must
leave for the present.
Throughout this note I have generally assumed that the early house was narrow,
practically only one room thick, from N. to S. It may have been otherwise, though I
think the earlier references rather support my view. But, even if the house were
wider, many of my inferences might still hold, seeing that the earlier S front,
consisting of another chain of rooms, would probably have it links corresponding with
those of the contemporary N. front – that, for example, entrance to an earlier S front
would be opposite the N front of the same period, and that when the later alterations
were made, there will be the same break of symmetry on that front as now displays
itself when the two existing fronts are compared.

